COVID-19 Shifts

With a protracted crisis, Singapore’s operating
environment will change significantly. The
world will be operating in a perpetual
pandemic mode, and recovery will be long and
challenging. Enough time would have elapsed
to result in human adaptation to the COVID-19
situation in the form of new economic and
social structures, rules and norms.

What might the environment look like,
after a pandemic of a year or more?

Serving Suggestions
*most applicable to strategic planning units in
public and people sectors

Challenge assumptions
What reactions do I have when reading the
assessment: does it resonate, or do I reject it,
and why? What strategies in my portfolio
today will be least ready for these shifts?
Prioritise action
Which assessments are most feared, or will
have the highest impact, and which render
further study sooner than others?
Generate new lines of inquiry and signposts
Is there sufficient information? Should we
commission a deep dive for further study?
What are the uncertainties that lead up to this
trajectory, and how can we monitor them as
markers of change or branching points?
Signposts
These can be events, thresholds, trends or
patterns. They gauge the extent to which a
particular scenario has materialised, helping
decision-makers update their thinking.

The data governance debate triggered by
track-and-trace solutions, such as the Apple and
Google Exposure Notiﬁcation (EN) API, is a good
example of the tensions that might arise.

It remains to be seen if bigger, faster
government will erode or restore public
trust in state authority and public service
capability. The effect on public trust will
likely depend on how well governments
can contain the spread of COVID-19.
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Global Superpowers

The pandemic has led to
active consideration or even
implementation of hitherto
unthinkable policy measures.

The pandemic has led governments
to institute policy measures rapidly
and relax regulatory vigilance e.g.
around privacy.

Strong state response may have unexpected
impact on policy co-creation and ground-up
innovation, such as in making corporations
or community groups more complacent.

The wave of foreign worker
infections have cast a spotlight on
their conditions and on local-foreign
relations.

US-China rivalry will continue to deepen
along multiple fronts--beyond
technology and supply chains. Trust in
global superpowers may waver, and
there may be a void in global leadership.

Faster Government

Retreat of multilateralism
& regionalism
International & regional organisations, e.g.
WHO, have come under increased scrutiny and
skepticism over their handling of the crisis.
Increasing ﬁnancial strain in countries battling
the pandemic will jeopardise contributions to
such organisations.

Changing
Global
Order

Changing
Governance

Growing diversity
among residents,
businesses & workers

Measures that discriminate
based on citizenship status
may negatively impact
transnational families.

Relationships will become more selective
and situational, placing strain on existing
alliances and multilateralism.

Middle powers are
unlikely to ﬁll the void

Disruptions to supply and demand, and
massive volatility in markets and capital
flight, have hit emerging markets hard.

Precautionism

New groups may be vulnerable when
they were not before, e.g. those
earning high but unstable incomes
such as real estate agents.

Singapore’s
Changing
Society

Mental Health

Incidence of mental illness will
rise and and psychological
recovery will take a long time.

Existing supply chains will change, shrink or
vanish as countries seek self-reliance for
essential goods.

COVID-19
SHIFTS

New Fault-lines

Impact on
Singapore’s Operating
Environment

Major economies might have less interest in
an ASEAN common production platform.

Massive accumulation
of debt

Economic
Uncertainty

The economic toll of the pandemic &
risky exposures could trigger a wave
of defaults on household, corporate
& government debt.

Old Fault-lines

Many will suffer psychological
trauma, especially healthcare
workers, recovered patients,
victims of family abuse, the
elderly and the poor.

UNCERTAINTIES

There could be psychological
resilience “winners”such as
Generation Z or introverts who
may thrive on digital platforms.

Digitalisation will
accelerate

Innovation
In
Adversity

Socio-economic inequalities

Inequalities will deepen. They will
worsen for young children from poorer
socio-economic backgrounds as
common experiences such as schools
and extra-curricular activities could be
disrupted during extended or
recurring lockdowns.

Many players may shift from brick
& mortar to online retail/banking.

Retirees may be less likely to explore employment
opportunities given the heightened risk of exposure.
Youths could be disproportionately impacted by
protracted unemployment or under-employment.

Entire higher-value jobs could
shift online.

Rise of gig
employment

Creation of a "contingent workforce"
as more individuals turn to short-term
work amidst growing unemployment.

Inter-generational inequality for
both retirees and youths

UNCERTAINTIES

Winning Companies

• If the “contingent workforce” is permanent
• If the “contingent wokforce” is
well-remunerated with benefits and good pay

Unintended Consequences

Cyber-hygiene and
cyber-security products and
protocols will gain prominence.

Non-polar international system

Different countries and sectors may
“oscillate” between global superpowers.

The crisis has shed light on the need for
better government touchpoints with
disparate groups such as freelancers.

Carbon emissions will rise as
countries reopen. Pent-up
demand for travel and other
carbon-intensive activities may
worsen overall carbon impact.

Rivalries will Deepen

Increasing complexity in
Singapore’s state-citizen
relationship

Generous monetary support for
pandemic relief could raise expectations
of the state even outside of a crisis.

Check out our blog
post for more on
the same topic:
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Governments will increasingly have
to reconcile their conceptions of the
public good with the interests of
private corporations.

UNCERTAINTIES

Some may turn to established
faith communities or even
fringe religious groups to cope.

About Us

• Unemployment insurance
• “helicopter money”

Winners

• IT and logistics
• Large, cash-rich companies

Losers

• Airline and tourism industries
• Small businesses lacking
economies of scale

Winning Innovations
“Online” will not fully
replace “Offline”
Democratised “manufacture-on-demand”
capabilities may become more prevalent.

The divide between
knowledge economy workers
and others will widen.
Singaporean gaming ﬁrm Razer set up a fully
automated manufacturing line in Singapore
that can produce up to ﬁve million face masks
a month in 24 days. Razer also converted
existing product manufacturing lines in China
to produce face masks.

More sustainable products and
processes may be a by-product of
constrained supplies of raw materials.
Companies that activated adjacent
capabilities now have “process edge”
and could become employers of
choice, especially among values-driven
Millennial & Gen Z workers.

UNCERTAINTIES

New products and processes
facilitate safer interactions
offline and online.

• Anti-viral paint
• Contactless delivery

It is uncertain if these
innovations will endure
post-pandemic.
Existing technologies are
repurposed to circumvent
supply chain disruptions.
• “Awake or self-proning” for deteriorating
COVID-19 patients
• Agricultural drone maker XAG mobilised
drones for use by rice farmers in China
facing rural worker shortages

Remote work, telemedicine and
home-based learning may become
widespread, but many functions
still require physical presence.

